
The Rye River Brewing Company was established in
November 2013. Just a few years on, the brewery employs
over 40 people and produces a range of over 20 beers -
including 10 McGargles beers.                                              
                                              The magic of the Rye River
Brewing Company comes from the talent and ingenuity of
its brewing family. It's team of six brewers - including its
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very own yeast propagator, Alex Lawes - is behind this
range of great tasting beer.



Its passion for all things beer-related is proven by its creation of great taste,
coveted by discerning beer lovers worldwide. Rye River's brewers have worked
hard to form relationships with hop growers and unions in the US and around
the world. The company purchases direct from the producers, meaning the
freshest and most aromatic hops are used in its beers. It also propagates its
own liquid yeast in-house as opposed to purchasing powdered yeast.

Why Us

What distinguishes Rye River beers from other beers is the quality of
ingredients used, in conjunction with its brewing technique.

Rye River builds a perfect brew by treating its water just as gingerly as it treats
the rest of its ingredients. Using a reverse osmosis system, the water profile is
stripped back allowing the brewers to recreate the water profile for each beer.
While a costly exercise, it makes for the very best beer.

The base for every beer is a high quality, traditionally hand-turned barley that
delivers a flavour that is unmatched.

Our product range





McGargles Brown Ale
McGargles Red Ale
McGargles Pale Ale
McGargles Export Stout
McGargles Ned's IPA
McGargles Little Bangin' IPA
McGargles Big Bangin' IPA
McGargles Double Bangin' IPA
McGargles Apple Cider
McGargles Wild Berry Cider
McGargles Sampler Box

Markets

Europe

Middle East

Our Accreditations

Origin Green Verified

Our Awards

Innumerable awards including:



Great Taste Awards
International Beer Awards
Brussels Beer Challenge Award
Altech Craft Beer Cup Awards
Blas na hÉireann Awards


